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Abstract
This paper proposes a component based configuration software platform model that aims to develop the
application system meeting different demands and build a high-quality software integration system. The model
separates system logic description from system implementation and reinforces logic extensibility and reusability
using the configuration idea of industrial controlling automation for reference on the base of traditional software
developing method. From the effects of the application for the real projects, we can see that the method can
reduce the system implementation cost and reinforce the software credibility with better maneuverability and
reusability.
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1. Introduction
With the development of social information, the increasing scale of software system and more and more open
application environment, the software application should meet the diversified demands. Software improving
production efficiency and reinforcing management in the past becomes an indispensable element in people’s life
and work when it can help enterprises gain much more benefits. But most of time software will cause the great
damage for its fault and failure (Michael & David, 2005). How to develop the application software system
meeting different demands and build up high-quality software integration system using software component is the
best solution to the problem.
Software component technology supporting applied development environment and system through component
integration includes component language, component category, component extraction, component model,
component assembly and component credibility etc. Now, there are a lot of mature component technologies that
are emphasized by many large enterprises and software component technology has become the main method to
improve software quality and solve software crisis. The development of software system implemented by
assembly and integration of the existing components can reduce software development cost, shorten development
period and enhance the whole quality of software system (Fan, Li, & Jiang, 2011). Therefore, the research on
software component technology is important.
Computer room management system mentioned in this paper utilizes the updated research findings of software
component technology, draws lessons from configuration idea of industrial controlling automation on the base of
the method of traditional software development and gains reliable configuration tool software by building
engineering principle. This helps software face the end-users with dynamic demands, enhance the speed and
efficiency of the software development by dynamically integrating reusable component and equipping
personalized application system, improve the flexibility and reconfiguration of application system and make a
beneficial research on automation and industrialization for software production.
In addition, this paper is closely combined with the real application program New-Generation Application
platform of Monitoring Configuration Software for Computer Room, the industrial promoting program as
achievement in scientific research of university in Jiangsu.
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2. Configuration Model for Component Software System
This paper puts forward a configuration model shown in Figure 1 for component software system which can
separate system logic description from system implementation. The model is composed of configuration virtual
computer, system structure, and component and system logic description. In this model the software component is
the object implementing specific logic function in system and the application software is the loose coupling
reconfiguration system that the components are connected through macro logic configuration description. The
model can reinforce logic extensibility, flexibility and reconfiguration of software system for application
demands.

Figure 1. Component based dynamic software configuration model
2.1 Component Model
The component model follows the principle separating the definition of interfaces from implementation with the
reference to UDM digital model (Reuse Library Interoperbaility Group, 1994). The implementation of component
will be designed with the reference to the component implementation model such as DCOM and Java Beans that
can be encapsulated with related description information of components. Representation of component will be
described with the knowledge representation of framework of artificial intelligence (Frakes & Nejmeh, 1990;
Mihi et al., 1994; Chen et al., 1993). The property of component will be divided into natural property groove,
correlative property groove and property of interfaces method with framework’s groove. The specific knowledge
representation is shown in Figure 2.
Each component will be described with a framework knowledge representation and property will be described
with groove. The groove with many sides represents the content of property. Each side with many values
describes the different property value of component.
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Component:


natural property groove (name of groove, side name of natural property, natural
property value of component)



correlative property groove (name of groove, name of correlative side, value of
correlative property)



property groove of interfaces (name of groove, side name of method, property value
of methods)

Framework of component with BNF is shown below:


component = <natural property> <correlative property> <interface property>



natural property = <component mark> <application scope> <field scope>
<application environment> <component types> <functional description> <edition
number> < abstract types > < edition number >



component mark = <name of component> <component identifier>



application scope = <system∣general∣special>



field scope = < industry & commerce. banks∣telecoms∣business∣manufacture∣
office automation∣…>



application environment = <hardware environment> <software environment >



component types == <CORBAICOM,OCOMICOM+IEJB>



functional description = <private> <public function>



private function = < planning and scheduling∣material tracking∣data acquisition
the∣cost management∣...>



public function = < planning and scheduling∣material tracking∣data acquisition
the∣cost management∣...>



abstract type =< abstract component∣specific components>



Associated attributes = <inherit> <agglomeration>



Interface property = <demand interface properties> <interface properties>
properties of the required interface = <private methods name> <parameter list>
<return value> <functional description>



providing an interface property = <name of the public method parameter list><the
return value> <functional description>
Figure 2. Component model

2.2 System Structure
System structure of software is described by software architecture style which is a kind of software system
structure. Each architecture style represents a group of system structure of software with similar property.
Architecture style defines a software system family by a vocabulary containing some components and
connectors’ types and a group of constraints showing how to connect the components with connectors
(Brownsword & Clements, 1996; Sackett & Maxwell, 1997). Distributed architecture adopted in configuration
model is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The architecture of web-based distributed system
The feature of the model is that the client can access the database by severs and an intermediate application
program is designed as a client agent to severs. Actually the intermediate application program plays a role of
conversion between two different application, HTML file access and database access. When a technology of
intermediate application program is chosen, a group of standard parameter formats and communication protocol
will be defined. Communication interfaces between intermediate application program and database follow SQL
standards and are implemented by the technology of ODBC, ADO and JDBC.
2.3 Configuration Logics
Configuration logics refers to the abstraction for software system with CD = (Cs, E, p, Ct, B) of system
configuration description.
Configuration logic mainly refers to the five tuples CD = (Cs, E, p, Ct, B) that described by system configuration.
It abstracts software system, identifies the component, component interface and system action in the system
uniquely, describes the rules of the state change abstractly in the system control sets, and maps every action
sequence of events into the system the next action (Anderson, 1997; CMM I Product Team, 2000). It can ensure
the effective operation of application systems, and implementing the interactive link between the components
through the component interface.
Control statement is the basic unit which controls the actions of software system. The definition is as follows:
Action p = <control statements>
control statements = <name of component> < component inlet > < component outlet > <constrains>
Each control statement can guide the software system of configuration to cite the next appointed component in
specific way.
The execution result of control statement will monitor the next message send by component example. The
messages generated by all control statements in each control interface will form message sequence X which is
the judgment basis of dominating set of system.
3. Design and Implementation of Configuration Platform for Computer Room Management System
Configuration model for component software system can solve the problems of maintainability, expansibility,
reconfiguration and flexibility existing in the traditional application system. The implementation of model relies
on a configuration platform which can provide a simple but visual operation interface to implement a large
number of operation logics of system and subject directly for the users with dynamic demands. It can help the
users who know the management of operation logics without the knowledge of software development directly
uses the tool software by the means of the configuration of operation components. Taking New-Generation
Application platform of Monitoring Configuration Software for Computer Room as an example, this paper
demonstrate how to operate.
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3.1 Design of Configuration Platform
On the base of configuration model of component software system, configuration platform for computer room
not only provides the visual and convenient configuration operation interface but also contains a large amount of
field components managing and maintaining the components of software such as adding, browsing, searching
and deleting. The platform can display and record effectively the operation courses and results of configuration.
For the customization results of configuration the platform can convert to application system. Framework of
platform is shown in Figure 4 including five modules:
 Main Framework: It is the micro-core of the platform in charge of loading, configuration, unloading, starting,
stopping and suspending in other function modules.
 Reusable Component System: It is the premise and base of configuration providing the sets of function
components for configuration operation.
 Visual Configuration Interface: It can provide visual and convenient operation interface for the end-users.
 Program Management: It can record the operation course and results of configuration with the support of
engineering file, page file, configuration file, intermediate file of database configuration by the means of the
category of engineering tree. The operation results of configuration are the operation rules and logic process of
application software system based on the configuration model of reusable components technology and the
research of platform.
 Uploading Program: It can not only upload the projects but also deploy and convert application system
according to the record results of configuration.

Figure 4. Framework of configuration platform of information system
3.2 Implementation of Configuration Platform
The configuration management system for computer room implements the platform system of configuration
integrating in the development environment of visual studio 2010 based on the technology of components. The
module of database generation, the module of system compile and the module of file transmission in the backstage
implement the final application system. The platform of configuration implements the visual operation interface
like Windows style. It includes 7 systems such as distribution monitor, air condition monitor, temperature and
humidity monitor, water leakage monitor, fire protection monitor, guard monitor and video monitor shown in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Main system interface
The system with open structure can support all kinds of transmission net including Ethernet, frame relay net,
FDDI net, ATM net, PPP net, Token Ring etc. The hardware structure of system is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Hardware architecture platform
As a united and convenient information exchange platform, the real-time running information of sub-system can
be uploading to the monitor management station with the system based on TCP/IP Protocol. The administrators
can browse the real-time information, monitor and manage the real-time working condition through monitor
terminal with the authority. The comprehensive information and data will be provided by ODBC technology
connecting SQL database with management information database.
Desktop users can access and control lower monitor sub-system through DCOM when DCOM is used in the
system. The structure of software system is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Software architecture platform
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At present information management system of customized implementation for configuration platform has been
applied in many schools in Jiangsu with good feedback. For the design of reusable software components and the
development of configuration platform of information system is relatively slow, the rapid customization could
meet the markets’ demands better.
From the real application example of this method, we can see that it will be useful and practical.
4. Conclusion
By analyzing technology of software components both at home and abroad, this paper concludes the main features
of present component technology and deficiency in specific application field. With the real application program of
New-Generation Application platform of Monitoring Configuration Software for Computer Room, this paper puts
forward a configuration model of component software system to solve the visual assembly of components and
designs the configuration platform of information system to implement prototype system providing the reliable
assembly supporting platform for configuration platform of reusable components. This paper develops a real
example model with shortening product development period, the end-users oriented, high coherence between
software application and demands, large development scale and low development cost on the base of
configuration customization. All the analysis shows that it is meaningful for rapidly developing a high-quality
software system.
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